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RAIL AND ROAD TRASPORT IN PAKISTAN: 
COMPETITIVE OR COMPLEMENTARY? 
·.: By 
Robert E. Looney• 
Introduction 
To satisfy the need for basic services and demands, to exploit. 
new resources, and stimulate agricultural and industrial productivity and 
exports,· a fully functional, well-placed rail and road network with a 
hierarchy of linkages is essential. Although infrasturcture is commonly 
regarded in terms of its physical form--, railroad track, roads, bridges, 
ports, pipelines and, the like--, the real output of infrastruture is a 
service: efficient movement of people and goods. Thus the efficacy of 
infrastructure depends not only on the investments made in 
infrastructure but on the quality of service provided. The contribution of 
infrastructure to an economy depends not only on the investments made 
in infrastructure but on the quality of service provided. As discussed in 
more detail below, in terms of provision of basic infrastructure, Pakistan 
does not lag behind other countries · at a similar level of income and 
development. However, in terms of quality, reliability and efficiency', 
Pakistan's infrastructure could critjcally constrain the country's 
economic growth as well as improvenents in living standards. . 
The purpose of this paper is. to indentify possible 
interdependencies between rail and road transport in Pakistan. Are these 
sectors in competition for traffic and freight or are they complementary 
in the sense that expanded facilities ir1 ·one area stimulates follow on 
activity in the other? Put differently has tlie country emphasized 
complimentarity or is a substantial degree of competition encouraged 
among the various alternative modes? 
The historical experiences of develped countries susggest that 
each of the models noted above has prevailed at one time or another. I~ 
Nortll America and Western Europe competition ainong modes of 
transport, although constrained by regulation has been relatively free and 
open. The former Soviet Union and to lesser extent Japan have been 
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primarily railway economies with a: strong insistence by the authorities 
that alternative modes not duplicate railway services. Such insistence 
may well economize transport invesitnent, but inevitably this economy · ., 
is to some extent at the expense of consumers of transport servicesl. 
The Issue of Causation 
The main questions we want to resolve involve the extent and 
manner in which road transport competes with rail activity. Specifically, 
has the expansion of the country's road network been competitive or 
complementary with increased rail passenger services and/or freight? Do 
these patterns hold. over time or has some shift in the c9mpetitive nature 
of· the transport sector changed in re~ent years? Has the interaction 
between rail services been the same for both high-type roads and low-
type roads. and if not what are the unique patterns associated with each? 
A key element in assessing these issues involves- the issue of 
causation. If roads and rail are in competition. we would expect changes 
in one to produce a negative ·impact on the other over time .. On the other 
hand if both systems complement each other an increase in one area of 
transport should provide a stimulus over time to the other type of 
service. Clearly then, one must resolve the issue of .causation .between 
road and rail activity before any definitive conclusions can be drawn as 
to the relationshop between these two key modes of transport. 
Ultimately any statistical test for causation will be based on a number of 
arbitrary assumptions. Still, using a nuinber of alternative specifications 
for the key variables it is· possible to make some . credible inferences 
concerning the timing of road and rail activities. 
The original and most widely used causality test was developed . 
by Granger2. According to Granger (using rail an~ road activity), Rail 
(RAIL) affects the growth in road activity (ROAD) if this series can be 
predicted more accurately by past values of rail than by its past rates of 
growth. To be certain that causality runs from rail to. road, the past 
growth rates in rail must be more accurate than past values of road in 
predicting increases in rail. 
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Granger Test 
More: formally, Granger defines causality such that X G 
:uses (G-C) y if Y_ can be predicted more accurately in the se:g~~ 
ean square e~or, with the use of past values of X than .th . 
past X. Based upon the definition of Gran er causali . WI o~t u~mg 
autoregressive (AR) model for road activi~ (ROAD)ty, : s~ple b1vanate 
be specified as follows: an rad (RAIL) can 
(1) p 
RAIL (t) = c + i~i a(i) RAIL (T-1) + }1 b(j) ROAD (t-j) + u(t) 
(2) r s 
ROAD (t) = c+ i~i d(i) ROAD (t-1) + i~I e(j) RAIL (T-j) + v(t) 
~ROAD is the. gro~ in the various types of highway transport and 
variable 1: !rowth ~railroad activities; p,q, rands are lengths for each 
residuals Bye ==n; :~ u and v are serially uncorrelated white noise 
· g a error terms (u,v) are "nice" ord· 1 
squares (OLS) becomes the appropriate estimation method3. mary east 
. . Wi~ the framework of unrestricted and restricted mod 
JOIIlt F- test is appropriate for calfsal detection. Where: els, a 
(3) F = fRSS(r) - RSS(u))/(df(r) _ df(u)) 
RSS(u)/dftu) . 
RSS (r) and RSS (u) are th. · ·d al · . 
unrestricted model . e 1 res1 u sum of squares of restricted and 
degrees of freedomsinr;;~t:~: ~;:~~~~:~ ~~l:~e, respectivly, the 
.· The G~ger test detects causal directions in the fi II . 
manner: first, Urudirectional causality from ROAD . o owmg ~ej~c~ the null ~ypothesis that past values of RO~o ~~aio:e(~-test 
::==~tdip1::en~from ~ero and .if the F~test cannot reject the n:i~ 
different from zero ~a~e: o R~ m equation (2) are insignificantly 
cause EX . . . . s, causes RAIL but 'DEBT does not 
. P. Umdirect1onal causality runs from RAIL TO ROAD .f 
~~~s; ~~tl~ri;,~· Secon~, ?i-dir~tional causality runs between ROAD an~ 
"'" ...,. .. test statistics reject the n:ull hypotheses in eouation~ m ~nrl 
4. Robert E. L;ooney · 
· ...... 
. The results of Granger causality tests ·depenq cri~i~y.o~ ~e 
choice of lag length. If the ch~sen lag length is fo.ss thall-~ilie~rue lag 
length, the omission of relevant lags cai1 cause bias. If the chosen lag is 
greater than the tnie lag length, the inclusion of irreleva.tlt' Iais causes 
· ·estimates to be inefficient. While it is possible to choose lag lengths based 
on preliminary partial autocorrelation lnethods, there is. no a priori reason 
. to assume. lag lengths equal for all types of deficits. . 
The Hsiao Procedure 
To overcome the difficulties noted above, Hsiao4 ·developed a 
systematic ·method for assigning· lags. This method combines .Granger 
Causality and akaike's final prediction error (FPE), the asymptotic) mean 
square prediction error, to determine the optimum lag for each variable. In 
a paper examining the problems encountered in choosing lag lengths, 
Thornton and Batten found Hsiao's method to be superior to both 
arbitrary lag length. selection and several other systematic procedures for 
detem1ining lag length. 
The first step in Hsiao's procedure . is to perform ·a series of 
autoreg~essive regressions on the dependent variable. In the first 
regression, the dependent variable has a lag of one. This increases by one 
in each succeeding regression. Here, we estin1ate M regressions of the 
fom1: 
Ill 
(4) G(t)= a;+ ::E b(t-1) G(t-1) 't e{i) t=l \ 
Where the values of m range· from 1 to M; For each regression, we 
compute the FPE in the following manner 
T+m+ I (5) . . FPE(m) = T _ m =-! ESS(m)ff. 
· · Whe~e: T is the sample size, 'and FPE (m) and ~SS (m) are the 
final prediction error and the sum of squared errors, respectively. The 
optimal lag length, m*, is the lag length which produces the l.owe~ FPE. 
Having determind m* additional regressions expand the equation with the 
lags on the other variable added sequentially in the same manner used to 
determine m *. Thus we estimate four regressions of the form: 
. ,, 
~ .. 
. ·}·t; .... . 
.. · .  . 
. . .,...:· · .. 
. ~: . ~ . 
. t ... ' .. 
'· 
... , ... ·' 
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· with n ran~ng from one to four. computing the final prediction error for 
each regression as; · · · . · · 
. ·· · T + m* + n + 1 . 
.F:PE (~*,n) = T- m* _ n ~ i' ESS (m*,n)ff 
we choose the optimal. lag length for D, n* as the lag length which 
produ~s the ~owest FPE. ~sing the.final prediction em:~r to determine lag 
length is equivalent to usmg a senes of F tests with variable levels of 
significance5. · . . · · 
The first term mea~ures the estimation error and the ~econd ~erm 
measures the modeling error. The FPE criterion has a certain optinmlity 
property that "balances the risk due to bais when a lower order is selected 
and the risk due to increases in. the variance when ·a ·higher order is 
se~ect_ed6 ._" As noted by.Judge de.al7, an intuitive reason for using the FPE 
cntenon is that longer lags increase the first tei'i'il but decrease the RSS of 
the seco~d term,. and thus the two opposing forces are optimally balanced 
when. their product reaches its minimum. 
· Depending on the value of the final prediction errors f.our cases 
ru:e. ~o.ssible: {a) ROAD cause.s RAIL when the prediction e~or for rail· 
act1~t1es decreas~ ':.hen road activities are included in the rail equation. In 
addition~ when rail is added to the road equation the fin~ prediction error 
should mcrease. {b) Rail causes Road when the prediction error for 
expe~ditures in~reases when expenditures •are added to the regression 
equa~on for rail, ru:1d is reduced when debt is added to the regression 
. equation for expenditures;_( c) Feedback occurs when the final prediction 
error dec~ease~ the~ rail activities are added to the road equation; and (d) 
No Relationship exists when the final prediction error increases both when 
road ~~tivities are added to the rail equation and when rail activities are 
added to the road equation. 
Operational Pr.ocedues 
. The data used to carry out the causation tests8 were transformed 
mto natural logari$rts. Ne"-1, unit root tests were performed ·to assure that 
all series.· ~ere st~tio?311'9 . Relationships were conside~ed valid if th~y 
V\'.~re stat1st1ca.Ily ·significant at the ninety-five percent level' of confidence. 
That· is,. ifn.inety.,.five percent of the time we could conclude that they had 
.n.nt nt"'i"'nrr~.-1· h,, nnr&.»: ,..l,.,,r""'o n10 ,...--~;...i.o. ... .o.A +h.o._.. .... +~+;ro+;,...,,,nw. ,,..;,..._;.hi,..,,.-+ 
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As noted above, there is no theoretical reason to believe that rail 
and road activities have a set lag relationship-- that is they impact on one 
another over a fixed time period. To find the optimal adjustment period 
. of impact, lag structure of up to four years were estimated. The lag 
structure with the highest level of significance was the. one chosen best 
depict the relationshop under consideration (the optimal lag reported in 
·Tables C- 1-- C-6). To test for the stability of relationships, three time 
periods were examined: (1) the total time period for which data were 
available (1955 to 1993), (2) post-dissolution with Bangladesh (1972-
1993), and (3) predissolution with Bangladesh (1955-1971). 
Based on data availability, rail activities consisted of rail 
infrastructure (kilometer of rail lines) and three measures of rail serives 
(I) rail passengers, (2) rail freight in tons, and (3) rail freight in tons-
kilometer. Road activities consisted of : (1( the length of the total road 
system (high-type plus low-type roads). (7) high type roads, (3) low-type 
roads, and {4) road vehicles. 
ResultS 
A number of statistically significant patterns were identified by 
the causation analysis. With regard to the relationship between rail and 
road infrastructure. (Tablel:) 
fi The nation's stock of highway infrastructure (both high and low 
type roads) exhibited no statistically significant pattern for the 
period as a whole. 
ii However, during each of the sub-periods, rail infrastructure 
appears to impact negatively on road extension. That is, certeris 
paribus, an increase in rail tracks tends to depress road 
expansion. 
· ii In the earlier period (1995-71) rail and highway interacted in a 
feedback mechanism with road expansion tending to result in a 
follow on expansion in rail tracks. In turn however rail 
expansion tended to depress further road consturction. 
ii In the latter period(l972-1993) rail track expansion was no 
longer positively affected by increased highway penetration. On 
the other hand the nagetive impact of rail tracks on roads 
strengthened over the previous period. 
I 
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ii The relationship between .rail lines and high-type roads was 
clearly defined. The dominant pattern was one whereby rail 
exp~nsio~ resulted in a subsequent reduction in high type roads . 
Agam, this pattern tended to strengthen over time. 
ii 
ii 
The most complex railroad/ highway interaction involved the 
low-type roads. For the period as a whole, expanded rail tended 
- to suppress the development of this type of road. 
However, both sub-periods were characterized by a ·. feedback 
machanism. Rail tracks again impacted negatively on road 
expansion during both sub periods, and again this impact 
stre~gthened overt~e. For its pa.rt low-type· road expansion· 
durmg the first penod tended to stimQlate a .further increase in 
rail tracks. By the most recent period, this impact had turned 
negative. 
Table 1 
Pakistan: Interaction of Railroad and Highway Infrastructure, 1995-1993 
Causation Patterns Dominant 
Rail Rail Road Road Pattern 
Rail ·Road Road Rail 
Rail. Lines <Kilometers){ Total Roads-Hieb and Low (kilometers). 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (year) 1 1 1 1 N Fi~I ~redicti?n Error (0.22e-4) (0.23e-4) (0.66e-3) (0.68e-3) R~lationship 
Rad. Lines (l<dometers)/ Total Roads-Hieb and Low (kilometers) 1972-1993 · 
O_pt1mal ~g~ears)' 1 3 1 3 RaiIURoad 
F1~al ~red1ct1?n Error (0.14e-5) . (0.15e-5) (0.72e-3) (0.38e-3) m(-) 
Rall. Lmes {l<tlometers)/ Total Roads-Hieh and Low <kilometers). 1955-1971 
Optimal ~g(years) 4 3 1 .. 3 Feedback 
F1~al ~red1ction Error (0.14e-5) (0.15e-5) (0.72e 3) (0.38e-3) w( + );w(-) 
Rall. Lmes (kilometers)/Hieh Tx.pe Roads (kilometers). 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 1 2 4 RaiIURoad 
Fi~al ~redicti.on Error (0.22e-4) (0.23e-4) (0.68e 3) (0.39e-3) w(-) 
Rat!. Lmes (ktlometers)/Hieh Type Roads (kilometers). 1972-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 1 1 3 RailURoad 
Fi~al ~redicti.on Error (0.14e-5) (0.15e-5) (0.68e 3). (0.39e-3) w(-) 
Rall Lmes <ki!ometers)/Hi2h Type Roads {kilometers). 1955-1971 
Optimal Lag (years) 4 1 3 1 RailURoad 
Final prediction Error (0.90e-3) (0.99e-34) (0.69e 3) (0.29e-3) w(-) 
Rail_ Lines {kjlometer~)/Hieh Type Roads (kilometers). 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 1 2 2 RailURoad 
Final orediction Error m ?.?.P.-?) m ?~P-?) m "1<1. .. ?\" ((\ 14'o.'l\ . ..,(_\ 
.. •.· .. 
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Rail Lines (kilometersVHi2h Type Roads (kilometers). 1972-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 · 3 · 1 3 
Final prediction Error (0.14e-5) (O.l3e-2) (0.13e 2) (0.1 le~2) 
Rail Lines (kilometersVHiih Type Roads (kilometers) 1955-1971 
Optimal Lag (years) 4 3 1 2 
Final prediction Error (0.22e-4) (0.23e-4)" (0.68 3) (0.39e-3) 
Feedback 
. w(-); w(-) 
Feedback 
w(+);s(-) 
Given that the highway sector has expanded retatively to the rail 
system, these results are somewhat surprising. They suggest that the 
commonly held view that highway expansion always comes at_, the 
expense of rail infrastructure, does not neccessarily hold for Pakistan. 
While speculative; a possible explanation is that even relatively modest 
increase in rail tracks puts. such a strain· on country's resources, that the 
authorities are forced, during periods of rail expansion, to divert both 
real and financial resources from the nation's highway program. 
The examination of the linkages between rail passengers and the 
country's road infrastructure also produced ·several interesting findings 
more in line with the hypothesis that rail and road transport are 
competitive rather than mutually supportive. For.total roads (Table 2). 
ii The genral pattern was an evolvhig one whereby during the 
earlier ,period (1955.:.1971) an increased number of rail 
passengers resulted in . a subsequent .. expansion of the road 
netwprk. · · 
' ~~: :· 
.ft Over time howe~er ·a. feedback llllic)ianism. developed whereby 
. expanded roads strongly cut into the ~umber of passengers 
choosing to travel by rail. · · ;· ' · · · 
· · . ii The strength of the negative effect of road expansion on rail 
passengers was strong enough to carry over to the period as a 
whole. · 
ii Similarly, expanded numbers of rail passengers terided to retard 
the subsequent expansion in highways. This later· effe.ct was not 
nearly as strong however as the negative link between roads and 
rail transport. 
ii These patterns also characterized the linkages between rail 
passengers and high-type roads. 
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roa~s ha~e generally had a fairly negative effect on passengers.· 
Agam this seems to have strengthened over time, with little 
int~raction betw~en the two during the first period: 
Table 2 









Rail Passeniers (mm ions)/ Total Roads(kilometers). 1955-1993 
Dominant 
Pattern 
Optimal Lag (years) 2 4 1 1 . RoadURail 
Final Prediction Error (0.50e -2) · (O.~Oe -2) (0.66e-3) (0.7oe -3) s(-) 
Rail Passen2ers (millions)/ Total Roads(kilometers> 1972-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 2 1 · 1 4 · Feedback 
Final Prediction Error (0.75e-2) (0.51e-2) (0.72e-3) (0.64e-3) s(-) ;w(-) 
Rail Passeniers fmillionsV Total Roads(kilometers). 1955-1971 · 
. Optimal Lag (years) 3 .4 l 3 RailURoads 
Final Prediction Error (0.90e-3) (0.99e-3) (0.69e-3) (0.29e-3) . m( +) 
Rail Passeniers (millions)/ Hiih-Type Roads (kilometers) 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 2 1 2 4 RoadURail 
Fi~al Prediction Error (0.50e-2) (0.44e-2) (0.12e-3) (0.12e-3) m(-) 
Rall Passeniers (millions)/ Hiih-Type Roads (kilometers). 1955-1971 
. Optimal Lag (years) 2 2 1 1 Feedback 
Final Prediction Error (0.75e-2) (0.50e-2) (0.68e-3) (0.58e-3) s(-);w(-) 
Rail Passenier (millions)/ Hiih-Type Roads(kilometers) 1955-1971 
Optimal Lag (years) 3 1 3 4 RailURoads 
Final Prediction Error (0.90e-3) (O. l le-3) {0.25e-3)(0.23e-3) w( +) 
Raj) Passeniers (millions)/ Low-Type Roads (kilometers) 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 2 1 2 4 · Rail . Roads 
· Fi~al Prediction Error (0.50e-2) (0.39-2) (0.14e-3) (0.15e-2) s(-) 
Rail Passeniers (millions)/ Low-Type Roads (kilometers) 1972-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 2 1 1 1 RoadsURail 
Final Prediction Error (0.75e-i) (0.48e-2) (0.13e-2) (0.15e-2) s(-) 
Rail Passen2ers (millio·ns)/ Low-Type Roads (kilometers). 1955-1971 
Optimal Lag (years) 2 1 1 l No 
· Final Prediction Error (0.90e-3) (0. lOe-2) (0.13e-2) (0.14e-2) Relationship 
These Patterns are consistent with the view that over time road 
transport in Pakistan has proven an alternative to rail Passengers. This 
~attern a~pears to occur independently of the type of road. If anything 
. . - '" . ... '" . 
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During the early years after independence the expansion of rail 
passengers appears to have placed some pressure on the government to 
expand connecting roads. Once in place further increases in rail 
passengers no doubt could be met out by greater utiliztion of excess 
highway capacity. 
For rail freight (Table 3), the dominant pattern was again one 
whereby expanded highway infrastructure cut into railroad activity: 
ii For the .total road system, no clear pattern was observable during 
the first (1955-1971) period. 
fi However, expanded road distance in the more recent period cut 
into rail freight. Again, this pattern was strong enough so that it 
characterized the period as a wh.ole. 
fi In contrast to total roads, high-type roads developed a: complex 
interaction pattern with freight: 
fi While ~e expansion in high-type roads reduced subsequent rail 
freight in all of the periods examined, the latest period was 
characterized by a feedback from rail freight to roads. 
Specifically, expanded rail traffic provided and added stimulus 
. to expand the nation's high-type road system. 
fi On the other an expansion in the road system (1972-1993) 
tended to d~press subsequent rail freight. 
· fi For all of the periods examined, expanded road infrastructure 
depressed the amount of freight carried by rail. This effect was . 
fairly weak in the early ( 1955-71) period, but strengthened 
considerably in the latter period (1972-93). 
Table 3 











.Rail Freii:ht (millions tons)/Iotal Roads <Kilometers). 1955-1993 
- .• 1 T 1 A 1 
Dominant 
Pattern I 
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Rail Freii:ht (millions t6ns)/Total Roads <Kilometers). 1972-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 2 4 I I 
Final Prediction Error (0.66e-2) (0.50e-3) (0.72e-3) (0.77e-3) 
Rail Freii:ht (mU!jons tonsl/Iotal Roads <Kilometers). 1995-1971 
RoadsURail 
m(-) 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 · 1 1 · 3 No 
Final Predictiqn Error (0.63e-2) (0.64e-2) (0.69e-3) (0.74e-3) · Relationship 
Rail Freii:ht (millions tons)/Total Roads <Kil~metersl. 1955-1993 
Optimal lag (years) 2 1 2 4 
Final Pr~diction Error (0.76e-2) (0.58e-2) (0.12e-3) (0. lle-2) 
Rail Freii:ht (millions tons)/Iotal Roads (Kilometers). 1972-1993 
Optimal lag * (years) 2 1 I 3 
Final Prediction Error (0.66e-2) (0.55e-2) (0.68e-3) (0.42e-2) 
Rail Freii:ht (millions to_ns)/Iotal Roads <Kilometers) 1955-1971 
Optimal Lag (years) 3 I 3 4 
Final Prediction Error (0.63e-2) (0.49e-2) (0.25e-3) (0.29e-2) 
Rail Freii:ht Cmillions tons)/Iotal Roads <Kilometers). 1995-1971 · 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 4 2 I 
Final Prediction Error (0.76e-2) (0.63e-2) (0.14e-3) (0.13e-2) 









Optimal Lag (years) 2 4 1 I RoadsURail 
Final Prediction Error (0.66e-2) (0.48e-2) (0.I3e-3) (0.15e-2) . m(-) 
Rail Freii:ht (millions tons)/Iotal Roads (Kilometers). 1995-1971 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 3 I I 
Final Prediction Error (0.63e-2) (0.39e-2) (0.14e-3) · (0.lSe-3) 
FeedsURail 
m(+) 
Another contrast is provided by the low-type road system. In the 
earlier period, expanded roads provided a fairly strong stimulus 
to expand rail freight. Over time this stimulus . turned negative 
with increased low-grade roads dampening the future expansion 
of rail freight. 
It is interesting to note that while expanded rail freight has often 
provided a stimulus to expand the road network, it has provided 
no such stimulus to the rail network (Table 4). · 
. A pattern somewhat similar to freight was experienced by rail 
tonnage/distance (Table 5): . 
ii 
ii 
For all periods an expansion in total roads, reduced future 
tonnage/Kilometer services provided by rail. This effect was 
relatively weak however. 
While high-type roads did not cut into rail freight in the earlier 
oeriod. thev had a fairlv ~trnncr imn<>rt ;n th; .. ............ ri ..:i .... ; __ •'--
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ii In contrast during the early period, expanded rail 
freight/distance provided a positive stimulus for the country to 
extend its high-type road network (again, Table 4, no such effect 
linked rail services with rail infrastructure). 
ii Expanded low-type roads provided a· stimulus to rail 
freight/distance in the early period. However further expansion . 
in the latter period cut into rail services. Similarly an expansion 
in rail freight/distance. tended to depress the expansion of low-
roads. · 
Table 4 














Optimal Lag(years) · 1 1 2 2 No · 
Final Prediction Error (0.22e-4) (0.32e-4) (0.50e-2) (0.5le-) .Relationship 
Rail Lines (kilometers)/ Rail Passeni.:ers (millions). 1972-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 2 · 2 2 ServicesOLine 
Final Predicti.on Error (O.l4e-5) (0.13-e5) (0.75e-2) (0.75e-2) w(+) 
Rail Lines <Ki1ometers)/ Raj! Passeni.:erS (mmions). 1955-1971 
Optimal Lag (years) 4 1 3 4 Line Services 
Final Prediction Error . (0. 79e·6) (0.85-e6) (0.90e-3) (0. 73e-3) w( +) . 
Rail Lines (Kilometer)/ Rail Freii.:ht (tons). 1955-1995 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 3 . 4 No 
Final Prediction Error (0.22e-4) (0.23e-4) (0.76e-2) (0.76e-3) Relationship 
Rail Lines <Kilometer&)/ Rail Freii.:ht <ton&). 1972-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) I I 2 2 No 
Final Prediction Error (0.14e-5) (0.15e-5) (0.66e-2) (0.67e-2) · Relationship 
Rail Line& <KilometernV Rail Freii.:ht (ton&). 1955-1971 
Optimal Lag (years) 4 1 1 4 LineOServices 
Final Prediction Error (0.79e-6) (0.89e-2) (0.63e-2) (0.56e-2) w(-) 
Rail Lines (Kilometers)/ Rail Freii.:ht (tons). 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 4 1 4 No 
Final Prediction Error (0.22e-4) (0.66e-4) (0.66e-2) (0.69e-2) Relationship . 
Rail Lines <Kilometern)/ Rail Freii.:ht (tons-Kilometers). 1972-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) . 1 1 1 1. · .· No 
Final Prediction Error (0.14e:-5) (0.15e-5) (0.92e-2) (O. lOe-1) Relationship 
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Table 5 
. . . t: Pakistan: interaction of Railroad Tonnage/Distance and 













Optimal Lag (years) 1 1 1 2 Feedback 
Final Prediction Error (0.66e-2) (0.64e-2) (0.66e-2) (0.65e-3) w(-);w(-) 
Rail Freil!'ht (ton-kilometer}/ Iotai Roads (Kilometers) 1972-1993 
Optimal Lag (years). 1 · 1 1 2 RoadsURail 
Final Prediction Error (0,93e~2) (0.83e-2) (0.72e-3) (0:73e-3) w(-) 
Raj! Freii.:ht (ton~kilometerl/ Total Roads <Kilometers> 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 2 1 1 RailURoads 
Final Prediction Error (0.36e-2) (0.37e-6) (0.59e-3) (0.59e-3) :w(-) 
Rail Freii.:ht (ton-kilometer)/ Hii.:h type Road (Kilometers) 1995-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) - 1 2 · 2 1 RoadsURail 
Final Prediction Error (0.66e-2) (0.62e-2) (0.12e-2) (0.13e-2) w(-) 
Rail Freii.:ht (tonckjlometer)/ Hii.:h type Road (Kilometers) 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) · 1 1 1 3 RoadsURail 
Final Prediction Error (0.93e-2) (0.8le-2) (0.68e-2) (0. 70e-2) m(-) 
Rail Freii:ht (ton-kilometer)/ Low type Road (Kilometers) 1955-1971 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 · 1 2 2 RoadsURail 
Final Prediction Error (0.36e-2) (0.39e:-6) (0.25e-2) (0.19e-2) m( +) 
Rail Freii:ht (ton-kilometer)/ Low type Road (Kjlomete(S) 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag ()'.ears) 1 1 2 2 RoadsURail 
Final Prediction Error (0.66e-2) (0.85e.-2) (0.!4e-2) (0.14e~2) w(-) 
Rail Freii.:ht (ton-kilometer)/ Low type Road (Kilometers) 1973-1993 
· Optimal Lag (years) · I 1 · l 3 
Final Prediction Error (0.93e-2) (0.85e-2) (0.14e-2) (0.13e-2) 
Rail Freiiht (ton-kilometer)/ Low type Road (Kilometers> 1955-1971 
RoadsURail 
w(-);w(-) 
Optimal Lag (years) I 2 1 I RoadsURail 
Final Prediction Error (0.36e-2) (0.27e-2) (0.14e-2) (0. l 6e-2) m( +) 
. . . Road vehicles provided another interesting interaction pattern 
with rail services (Table 6) · 
ii As one might anticipate, an expanded road vehicle fleet cut into 
rail passenger traffic. This effect was fairly weak in. the initial 
(1955-71) period, however it strengthened over time. . 
ii While ·an · exoanded number of rail nassem!ers retarded the . 
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ii Again rail· freight was reduced as the number· of road vehicl.es 
increased. While some competition existed between the two m 
the earlier period, expanded rail freight had no appreciable 
impact on the vehicle fleet in the later years. 
ii Finally, increased numbers of road vehicles appear t.o have 
stimulated rail's freight/distance services in the early penod, but 
this effect disappeared in more recent times. 
Summary 
Several general patterns come out of the analysis pr~~ented 
above. With regard to the. issue of transport modes compet~t1on or 
complementarity, the picture is mixed (Table 1). In the case of high-type 
roads and rail tracks, the two types of infrastructure of transport seem ~o 
tie in competition. The nature of this competition i~ not clear however- IS 
it for funding of resources or does the trade off co~e ~bout. due to : 
decline in road usage brought about by an expans10n m rad tracks_. 
Given the high cost of track expansion and the declining usage of ~ad 
infrastructure, one suspects that competition is in the form of varying 
budgetary allocations. 
Table 6. 









&ai.LPasseni:ers (millions)/ Roads vehicles (QQQ), 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 2 1 1 
Final Prediction Error (0.50e-2) (0.46e-2) (0.16e-2) 
Rail Passeni:ers <millions)/ Roads Vehicles <00()). 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 2 4 1 
Final Prediction Error (0.75e-2) (0.48e-2) (0.45e-3) 
Rail Passeni:ers (millions)/ Roads Vehicles (()00). 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 3 3 . 1 
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Rail Passeniets (millions){ Roads Vehicles COOQ). 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 1 I 
Final Prediction Error (0. 76e-2) (0.66e-2) (0.16e-2) 
Rail Passeni:ers (mimonsl/ Roads Vehicles (QQQ) 1955-1923 
Optimal Lag (years) · 2 1 · 1 
Final Prediction Error (0.66e-2) (0.6Ie-2) (0.45e~3) 
Rail Passeni:ers <mimonsl/ Roads vehicles (()00), 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 4 I 
Final Prediction Error (0.63e-2) (0.47e-2) (0.34e-2) 
Rail Passeni:.ers (mimons)l Roads vehicles (QQQ), 1955-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) 2 1 . 1 
Final Prediction Error (0.66e-2) (0.67e-2) (0.16e-2) 
Rail Passeneers (milljonsV Roads vehicles (QQQ). 1972-1993 
Optimal Lag (years) I I I 
Final Prediction Error (0.93e-2) (0.82e-2) (0.45e-3) 
Rail Passeni:ers (millions)/ Roads Vehicles (()00). 1955-1971 
Optimal Lag (years) 1 1 l 













The competition between rail lines and low-type roads appears 
different from that of high-type roads. In .this case the two types of 
infrastructure appear to shift one of partial complementarity in the 1.955-
71 period to. one of competition in the 1972-93 interval. That is in the 
earlier period expanded roads tended to induce a follow on expansion in 
rail perhaps as more farmers had access. from their farms to cities and 
rail terminals. Again however expanded rail lines tended to retard the 
subsequent expasion in the low-type road system. In the more recent 
period expansion of either type of infrastructure appears to have come at 
· the expense of the other. 
Rail passenger services (Table 2) appear to ·currently face 
competition from both high and low-type roads, although tl;lis is a fairly 
r~cent phenomenon. In . the earlier period increased rail passengers 
(apparently) placed some pressure on tl1e authorities to expand the High-
type roads. Again, this pattern ~hifted to one of competition in the more 
recent period with increased rail passengers retarding somewhat the 
expansion in both types of road infrastructure. 
The. patterns of interaction between rail freight and the highway 
system is fairly easy to interpret. In general road expansion has 
significantly reduced amount of .freight carried by the railroads. While 
there is some' evidence Of a feedback (hnth C'nmnlPmPnt~ru ~-A 
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The linkages . between the road system and rail services as 
measured by freight distance (Taole 5) have varied. co~ide~ably over 
time. Initially (1955-71) expanded rail lines also provided a stlffiul~s {or 
enlargement of high-type roads. Similarly the growth of the low-grade 
road system tended to expand railroad freight/distance. In ~~re rec_ent 
times this complementarity · has turned . to one of competition with 
expanded high-type roads cutting into rail services. A somewhat wea~er 
relationship has developed between rail services and low type roads with 
an expansion in either dampening the expansion of the other .. 
One of the more .interesting findings was the lack of interaction 
between rail activity and rail infrastructure (Table 4). For passengers 
there appear to be two fairly distinct pel.1.ods. Dur~ng t~e earl~er (1955-
71) period expanded rail lines tended to result m shghtly mcrease~ 
volumes of passengers in subsequent years .. In more recent years· ~~s 
pattern has changed to one of increased passengers (appar~ntly) puttmg 
some. pressure to expand rail lines. For freight.th~ pattern was also one 
in the · earlier period of increased lines leadmg to a subsequent 
expansion in services. No linkages between freight and rail lines was 
found for the more recent periods. · 
Conclusions 
From these patterns we can conclude that the country's ~a·il 
' startegy was likely one of unbalanced infrastructure d~velopment with 
an over expansionof capaCity in the early years afte~ .mdepen~ence. In 
part this expansion was response to the new o~po~n~tles opem~~ ~p as 
a result of the expansion in the road nework mcreasmg accessibihty to 
rail stations. 
In more recent times the 'authorities have allowed the system to 
equilibrate by letting the volume of services catch u~ w~th ~e stoc~ of · 
· rail infrastructure. Given the relatively slow expans10n m rad services, 
there has been little pressure to extend the sector's infrastructure. In 
large part the slow expansion in rail services stems from the increased 







Many of · the factors responsible for . the development and 
expansion Of the country~s rail system i~ ~e. ~950s. and 196?s have 
ceased to function: The initial compleme~tanties w~th the highway· 
ir-ueotOm AiuPrt;no · 1~roer and lar2:er voliimes ·of services from the ' f 
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railroads. Given the high cost of maintaining rail infrastructure the 
sector's demise should countinue into the foreseeable future. 
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